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Are you ready to leap down the rabbit hole and emerge in undiscovered territory? It is there that she is able to contact and communicate with the individual's subconscious. More mind-bending concepts for those with open minds and eager curiosities. Suspend belief as you explore worlds and dimensions where your dreams become reality and your
reality is only a dream. More mind-bending concepts for those with open minds and eager curiosities such as: Other lives as animals, plants and in strange, otherworldly bodies.Everything is alive. 5 out of 5 stars By Fractal Cat on 03-24-19 Sample Regular price: $24.95 or 1 credit Sale price: $24.95 or 1 credit For those who have enjoyed the
challenges of book one of this series, we present book two. This book contains some of the more complicated concepts in metaphysics that Dolores Cannon discovered through 20 years of using deep hypnosis to explore the subconscious mind.... * Lifetimes as Creators of universes, the Earth and everything on it. Fascinated, she now saw this work as a
way to explore the history of our world and beyond - 'firsthand.' In the late '70's she discovered that the majority of problems people experience can be traced back to events that occurred in their past lives, instead of their present ones Over the years she has developed her own method of regression, and is able to quickly get her clients to the
somnambulist trance state which is the deepest possible trance state. In the next series of sessions she regressed her client to 5 distinct lifetimes back to when she was created by God! Cannon s life and belief system was changed forever. Cannon began her career as a hypnotherapist, aiming to help her clients solve their problems through the
process of hypnosis. * The New Earth and the effects on our bodies as we move into it. 1 out of 5 stars By MyName on 07-20-20 Sample Regular price: $29.95 or 1 credit Sale price: $29.95 or 1 credit Communication from Nostradamus via several mediums through hypnosis, supervised by Dolores Cannon. She shares her internal dialogue as she
comes to terms with the strange situations and areas of the unknown her clients find themselves in. You will explore parallel universes, group souls, other planets, alien life, other dimensions, and more. Everything has consciousness.Help from beings of faraway worlds.The three waves of volunteers who are coming to help the world go through its
transition.What is God? And the knowledge that we are all connected. 5 out of 5 stars By Anonymous User on 02-19-22 Sample Regular price: $19.95 or 1 credit Sale price: $19.95 or 1 credit We are children of the stars. Dolores traces the phenomenon from the simple to the complex. * Who will be left behind when the Earth moves into the next
dimension. Thus Earth is not our only home.... Buried deep within our subconscious lies a wealth of experience and information. That really got me thinking. While under hypnosis, her client suddenly transformed before her eyes a totally different personality emerged with it's own vocal patterns and body language. * A totally new alternative to a walkin. She was nearly fifty years old when she began experimenting with hypnosis and past life regression. Like Cannon's previous books, this volume covers a startling range of topics.... It takes the form of direct dialogues between a modern researcher and a member of the Qumran Essene community.... In the history of the cosmos Earth is a young
planet. Do you enjoy having your mind twisted in ways you never thought possible? 5 out of 5 stars By Tehutii on 12-08-20 Sample Regular price: $24.95 or 1 credit Sale price: $24.95 or 1 credit Join Dolores Cannon, and let us go exploring! Join us on a voyage through time and space into the world of the strange and unusual and unfathomable, as
hypnotherapist Dolores Cannon's Convoluted Universe series continues.... 5 out of 5 stars By Miramira on 12-04-19 Sample Regular price: $24.95 or 1 credit Sale price: $24.95 or 1 credit This extraordinary document represents a new form of historical research and straightens out many open questions and misinterpretations. * The three waves of
volunteers who are coming to help the world go through its transition. Open your mind to a myriad of possibilities that have previously only dwelt in the imagination. * The Final Solution Energy that can destroy the world if it becomes necessary. * Everything is alive. Includes the Prophecies of Nostradamus, in Middle French with English
translation.... The narrative voice is engaging and down to earth. * What is God? She also lectures around the world and teaches her very special method of induction. Most of all, when you come to the end of the book you will want more! Not to worry there are three volumes, with another on the way!" --Abby Horowitz of Mind Body Spirit Odyssey-Abby Horowitz About the Author Dolores Cannon, a regressive hypnotherapist and psychic researcher who records "Lost" knowledge, was born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1931. * Other lives as animals, plants and in strange, otherworldly bodies. The true nature of God or the Source, where all come from and all must go back to. The most amazing thing
to me, is the shocking similarity of information brought forth by these people from all over the world - all strangers to her and each other. 5 out of 5 stars By Rosanna on 09-13-21 Sample By: Dolores Cannon Narrated by: Amy Gordon Length: 12 hrs and 22 mins Release date: 09-10-21 Language: English 5 out of 5 stars 215 ratings Regular price:
$24.95 or 1 credit Sale price: $24.95 or 1 credit The past life memories of two women capture a true and compelling portrait of Jesus the man, from the healing miracles he performed to the gentle philosophy he preached.... The results were, to say the least, quite spectacular! She is the author of more than twenty-five books. Buckle your seat belts
and get ready for another roller coaster ride that will present new concepts and either threaten or expand your belief systems.... Well then...The Convoluted Universe (Volumes 1-3) is your ticket! Dolores Cannon's involvement in the field of hypnosis for over 40 years has resulted in many thought provoking books. * Different laws of creation and
physics where universes obey other rules. In 1945 when the atomic bombs were dropped in WWII, our “protectors” and “watchers” in outer space saw that Earth was on a collision course with disaster.... 2 out of 5 stars By Mary E. 1 out of 5 stars By Anonymous User on 12-30-20 Sample Regular price: $29.95 or 1 credit Sale price: $29.95 or 1 credit
Here are new concepts and theories about the true meaning of virtually everything of universal significance. 5 out of 5 stars By jabari jackson on 11-08-19 Sample Regular price: $29.95 or 1 credit Sale price: $29.95 or 1 credit A well-written book that is a curious reminder that our in-between life with all its information lies within our subconscious....
Volume One of The Convoluted Universe transports you to the days of Atlantis, where you'll learn about many Earth mysteries such as the lines of the Nazca Plains, Easter Island, the Pyramids, and so much more. * Help from beings of faraway worlds. on 07-06-21 Sample Regular price: $24.95 or 1 credit Sale price: $24.95 or 1 credit The Convoluted
Universe: Book One is the sequel to The Custodians. About the Book Join us on a voyage through time and space into the world of the strange and unusual and unfathomable, as hypnotherapist Dolores Cannons Convoluted Universe series continues. Exploring areas untouched by other investigators, she makes the unbelievable become acceptable and
understandable.... Through her books, Cannon brings us along with her as she regresses her clients back to past lives and beyond. Everything has consciousness. It was during one of these early sessions that her amazing journey into the unknown began. The true nature of God or the Source, where all come from and all must go back to.Lifetimes as
Creators of universes, the Earth and everything on it.Different laws of creation and physics where universes obey other rules.The New Earth and the effects on our bodies as we move into it.Who will be left behind when the Earth moves into the next dimension.A totally new alternative to a walk-in.The Final Solution Energy that can destroy the world
if it becomes necessary. Review Quotes "Are you an intrepid explorer of the unknown? Book Synopsis JOIN DOLORES CANNON, AND LET US GO EXPLORING!Join us on a voyage through time and space into the world of the strange and unusual and unfathomable, as hypnotherapist Dolores Cannon's Convoluted Universe series continues. 2 out of 5
stars By Diana on 02-11-16 Sample Regular price: $24.95 or 1 credit Sale price: $24.95 or 1 credit Dolores Cannon's work in hypnosis has taken the study beyond abduction. Our souls on the other hand have been around forever and will continue to be around forever. 1 out of 5 stars By RK on 06-02-20 Sample Past Life Experiences with Christ By:
Dolores Cannon Narrated by: Carol Morrison Length: 8 hrs and 47 mins Release date: 04-22-20 Language: English 5 out of 5 stars 455 ratings Regular price: $19.95 or 1 credit Sale price: $19.95 or 1 credit This is our legacy and our heritage.
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